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DAN DRYER® safety baby changing station 

Art.No. 659 (with safety strap)  

Art.No. 660 (without safety strap) 
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Read the installation instructions thoroughly before commencing installation.  

The design of the safety baby changing station makes it easy to mount in even very small 

rooms. The changing table must be mounted onto a wall which is suited to carry the 

weight of the table as well as a baby – preferably a solid wall! For indoor use only. 

 

Where to mount the Baby Changing Station 

Determine the ideal place to mount the baby changing table. Keep in mind that the depth 

of the changing table is 625 mm in open position. The distance from the floor to the lower 

edge of the table mountings should be approx. 750 mm (see FIG. 1). Doorways, sinks etc. 

should of course also be taken into consideration when choosing where to mount the 

changing table.  

 

IMPORTANT: Do NOT mount the table in a chlorine-containing environment! 

 

Marking and drilling holes  

To mount the changing table onto brick, gas concrete or the like, use 10 mm screws and 

matching universal plastic dowels – e.g. Fischer fixings type S-12. When mounting the 

changing table onto a cavity wall of min. 16 mm (or 2 x 13 mm) plaster board, we 

recommend prior mounting of a reinforcement plate of stainless steel, plywood or the like, 

onto which the changing table is subsequently mounted. Attach reinforcement plate to the 

wall using a considerable number of special metal cavity fixings, Fischer part. no. BC 

62328 or equivalent (part. no. BC 62315 for double plate). The changing table itself is also 

mounted with these screws and dowels – plus one metal washer per screw hole. For 

further details, please refer to the instructions of the dowel supplier. In places where 

plaster walls have not yet been finished, we suggest mounting a 16 mm plywood board on 

the inside of the plaster wall, rendering the need for a reinforcement plate on the outside 

unnecessary. Mark and drill holes as indicated on FIG. 1. The top holes for the table 

mountings should be drilled into solid brick - not into a joint.  

Mounting the Baby Changing Station 

➊ Disassemble the cover plates of the table mountings by removing the 6 screws  

(3 on each) with a Torx screwdriver no. 20.  

➋ Mount the table onto the wall, making sure that it is completely level. 

➌ The baby change unit is factory pre-adjusted to easily close when given a slight push 

from open position.  

➍  Check that the changing table is mounted solidly onto the wall.  

➎ Check that the shock absorbers can pass freely when opening and closing the table. 

➏ Reassemble the cover plates onto the mountings. 



 

 

 

                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT: Be sure to drill the holes for the mountings exactly vertically underneath 

each other, or the pneumatic shock absorbers inside the mountings may break. 

 

Maintenance, cleaning and malfunction 

The table requires no specific maintenance, but regular inspection and testing is 

recommended.  

Make sure the table can be opened and closed smoothly. 

If the table is fitted with a safety strap, this strap must be inspected regularly to make sure 

it is intact, and the buckle is working properly.  

Contact your supplier or DAN DRYER A/S immediately if the table is defective.  

The table can be cleaned using a damp cloth. Use only neutral, liquid cleaning products 

that do not contain solvents. 

 

Never leave a child unsupervised on the table!  

Do not use if damaged, defective or if not securely fixed to the wall.  

You are responsible for making sure the table is safe to use. 

 

Accessory 

We recommend that you supplement the Baby Changing Station with the DAN DRYER 

Paper Roll Holder, article no. 656.  

The dimensions stated are based on 

a work height of approx. 950 mm. 

Fig. 1 


